Attendance
Members present: Alexander, Bergin, Dow, Godwin, Gomez (Baker), Graves, Guess, Harper Morris, Larsen, Manrique, Middleton (sub), Peters, Rosenberg Cohen, Scott, Sievert, Shiu, Shyu, Stegmaier, Trachtenberg, Wiebold, Wilden, Winholtz

Minutes and agenda
Chair Wiebold called the meeting to order at 3:30 p.m. Agenda was approved. Minutes from Oct.5 and Oct. 19 FC meetings were approved.

IFC Report
Anne Alexander reminded faculty council members about the “open educational resources” initiative.

Guests
Emily Love and Tim Macintosh discussed the search for the Assistant Vice Chancellor for Civil Rights and Title IX. They welcomed input from FC regarding position posting and candidate profile.

Srinivasan Raghavan, MU Sustainability Manager, discussed adding a special marker or designation for courses that contain sustainability (definition discussed) information. The STARS score explained.

Action items:
Motion to approve changes in faculty handbook text describing transfer admissions was approved. Stegmaier answered questions that had been raised in previous FC meeting.

Motion to approve alternative admissions requirements for veteran and non-traditional students was approved.

Motion to approve a resolution requesting BOC consider naming a new residence hall name after Lucille Blufford was approved. Resolution also requested an explanatory plaque to be displayed.

Discussion items
Wiebold mentioned that some needs of our faculty members that are not being met with current administrative support

Stegmaier presented a proposal to accept alternative exams used to measure English proficiency. Discussion was held.

Standing Committee reports
None
Closed session addressed suggestions for campus standing committees and the Race Relations Committee.